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! ! Oh!!Mustafa!Fert!!!! An!old!acquaintance!!!! Hi!!! Hi!!! Aunt!Masha,!hello!!!!! Hello,!Mustafa,!hello!!! Where!hasn't!he!been!!! Who!doesn't!know!him?!! The!leader!of!the!whole!gang.!!!! Uncle!Misha,!hello!!!!!! Hello,!hello!!! What!is!your!last!escape?!!! 12!times!for!theft.!!!!!! Escapes:!8!! Arrests:!15!!!!! A!difficult!boy.!The!kind!you!will!never!reform.!! Did!you!escape!from!Rostov’s!institution?!!! I!did!escape.!! From!Saratov?!! I!escaped.!!!!! Have!you!been!in!Serpukhov's!prison!in!Moscow?!! I!escaped!!! Where!should!we!send!you!now?!! I'll!escape!anyway!!! To!the!reformatory!then,!lock!him!up!!!!! (Mari!language)!Savatat!kurzhat!! I'll!escape,!I!swear!!! Where!are!you!going?!!! Let's!go!to!that!room.!!!!! I!won't!go!!I!won't!!! Let's!go.!! Come!on,!come!on!!! I!say!and!I!insist:!such!kids!as!Mustafa!Fert!must!be!sent!to!reformatory.!! Locking!them!up!is!no!solution.!! What!do!you!propose,!comrade!Sergeev?!! Comrades,!we!must!think!what!to!do!with!these!kids,!who!roam!around,!escape!from!























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































auditory! stimuli.!He!drew!an! analogy!between!mechanisms!of! human!perception! and!
film!editing,!particularly!the!editing!style!developed!in!the!Soviet!montage!school.!In!his!
article,! he! argued! that! the! most! widely! used! method! of! linking! image! and! sound! in!
cinematography!based!on! the!principle! “we!hear!what!we! see”!was! at! odds!with! the!
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